Routine letters of referenoe investigation disolosed very few negative or unfavorable statements about prospeotive applioants. Obviously, the favorable information was important but also the unfavorable remarks were of equal importa.nce.
In noting this peoularity of selection programs in general, the writer deoided to investigate his experience for possible data. A sea..roh was made of the writer's oom,pany and results were interesting.
'l'wo hundred. seventy-three persons were contaoted requesting information about 55 applioants. Two (1) hundred letters were returned and in the entire sample of letters, the writer failed to find a single negative statement.
This data brought into focus the question as to generality of this phenomena in selection programs. A. That references of applicants f or employment are reluctant to express unfavorable statements about the applicant when a signature is required. (2) B. That the references appear not to express the same caution over unfavorable statements wi.th a verbal telephone opportunity. This paper will attempt to prepare a research design to 1nvest1gate the poss1bi11ty of a method for securing an adequate and reliable proportion of val1d negative statements about applicants for employment for evaluat1on:in a selection program. the unfavorable statements about the app11cant in relation to three traits selected.
Verbal opportunity: telephone contacts as defined in this study. 
,who can satisfy the following criteria:
Give six references with telephone numbers, three of job experience and three of personal references and live in Louisville.
2. The referents for each applicant will be divided into three groups by a 4. The difficult area of controls seemed to be in the presentation of the standard questionaire over the telephone exactly as written and without any bias of the referent. We will control this by making a wire recording of the presentation of the questionaire. The referents' answers will not be included to avoid Federal law Violations.
Group three will be conducted identically to group two except referent will be informed that his conversation is being recorded,. Then a group of three judges will be selected to review the rec ordings and determine if the sample was b'1ased by the presentation. If two of the three voted , that a bi3.sed was present, the applicant's cas,e is disqualified.
E. 9onstruction of the questionaire
The traits selected for the study of secretary applicants were appearance, initiative and ability to deal with people. The basis for our selection of the three traits above were as follows:
1. That they were important to the position of secretary.
2. That they a.re eas':J.ly observed by both personal and job referents. Eleven points would be negative or unfavorable~ We were careful in the procedure to evade any explanation of any particular question that might biased the (11) result&. The 15 statements of each trait were cut down to five each according to a. continum of mea.n .
scores from negative to positive. The questionaire was organized in random order by a table of random
numbers. An explanation was given to establish rapport and aid in orientation of the referent.
The questionaire is enclosed in Figure 1 . The weighted scores were added in red ink for presentation in Figure 1 but were not written on actual questionaires.
C. Upon receipt of the letter references and the call completions, we preplred the statistical analysis as follows:
1. Total frequency for each method. She likes people but holds back until she becomes --more acquainted.
4.0 She is active and alert but self conscious about --her abilities. 
